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Partridge India, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The present collection of poems highlights the traditional way of
Indian life that affect the progress of nation due that other countries made their progress in all walk
of life. But India is known as progressing country the main reason is Indian people believe in magic
instead of logic. These poems are the experiences of poet at personal level but these experiences are
representation of his society which is known as Dalit in other words untouchable. Casteism is a
curse to Indian society and poet along with his society victim of this unjust system. Upwardly it seem
to that caste is vanished it is remained in different form which a common man can t see. It is
observed in government office, the corrupt bureaucracy has kept it alive by denying the work of
untouchables. Some caste are denied the status, the peons are not ready to work for untouchables.
It is very unfortunate that in 21st century a modern man see this. The poems like corruption, logic
and magic highlight the traditional way of Indian life. The tone of poems is satiric...
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Extremely helpful for all class of people. It is probably the most incredible ebook i actually have go through. I discovered this publication from my dad and i
recommended this ebook to discover.
-- V ictor ia  Hickle PhD-- V ictor ia  Hickle PhD

The most e ective pdf i ever go through. It is probably the most incredible book i have got study. You wont sense monotony at at any time of the time
(that's what catalogues are for relating to if you check with me).
-- Ahm a d Hea ney-- Ahm a d Hea ney
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